Sund School Visit
IIS Majorana Grugliasco - 18th
October 2022
AIM OF THE ASSOCIATION

The aim of the Association is to promote the enhancement of the schools’ information technology culture, educational innovation and the sharing of knowledge through ICT.
Mission

- promote the diffusion of the Dschola model experimented at national and international level, with regard to the establishment of Service Centers, Animation and Experimentation, intended as networks of schools supporting other schools;
- promote the study, research, experimentation and use of innovative learning environments based on the model of knowledge sharing and socio-cultural inclusion, also with reference to disability issues;
- promote and foster the dissemination of the main experiences in the above fields, through collaboration with the cultural organizations and establishing network with organizations, bodies and individuals, also organizing conferences, events and other initiatives;
ASSOCIAZIONE DSCHOLA IS

- A school network of more than 30 schools in Piedmont, including the most valuable technical high schools with more than 18 years of activity in promoting sustainable use of technology at school

- Connection with all the schools of the region, thanks to our actions of consultancy and training (usually granted for free) for sustainable technical solutions in managing ICT in schools

- Institutional recognition as regional coordinators of the Digital Animators training activity

- Experience in using ICT to support students with disabilities – «Diversamente Software» «Scratch 4 disability»
MAIN ACTIVITIES

- organize and manage training initiatives directly or indirectly
- participate in national and international projects and actions aimed at building partnerships with other schools
- promote the visibility of the actions undertaken and the results achieved through editorial initiatives of any kind, in both paper and electronic forms
Arduino a Scuola
laboratori e riflessioni sull'informatica libera a scuola

Martedì 26 ottobre 2010
Auditorium ITI Ettore Majorana
14:00 - 17:30
Via Generale Cantore, 118 - Grugliasco (TO)
FILTERING CONTENTS
ASSODSCHOLA
WI-FI AUTHENTICATION WITH GOOGLE CLASSROOM
INTEGRA – Integrating new technologies in school: developing and promoting core competencies in Argentina, Chile and Uruguay

**Project aims**
The INTEGRA project aims at developing and improving capabilities of Latin American schools for using, managing, and leveraging the use of Information and Communication Technologies in teaching and administration. The Demonstration Project will implement, on a Latin American regional scale (comprising Argentina, Uruguay, and Chile), a network of Innovation Centres (CedeI – Centros de Innovacion), placed at secondary or tertiary education institutions, to become centres of excellence in didactical experimentation, in animation of formative events, and in service to less developed affiliated schools.
MULTIPLYING EVIDENCE BASED STRATEGIES FOR INCLUSION (#MULTINCLUDE)
Dai libri ai videogiochi
il futuro dell’informatica a scuola

PROGRAMMA
14.30 Saluti - Francesco La Rosa, Dirigente ITIS Majorana
Preparazione dell’iniziativa

Giovedì 19 maggio 2011 ore 14.30
Auditorium ITI Ettore Majorana
Via cantore,119 – Grugliasco (TO)
PROGRAMMO E INVENTO
ITALIAN CODING FESTIVAL
GEEK DSCHOLA: IA, H5P....
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